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'holy terror': the implications of terrorism motivated by ... - title "holy terror": the implications of
terrorism motivated by a religious imperative author: bruce hoffman subject: examines how terrorism
motivated by a religious imperative differs from purely "secular" terrorism. “holy terror”: the implications
of terrorism motivated by ... - "holy terror": the implications of terrorism motivated by a religious
imperative bruce hoffman st. andrews university st. andrews, scotland one of the distinguishing features of
international terrorism the past fifteen years has been the resurgence and proliferation of terrorist groups
motivated by a religious imperative. bruce hoffman - docs - “holy terror”: the implications of terrorism
motivated by a religious imperative,” studies in conflict and terrorism, vol. 18, no. 4 (winter 1995), pp. 13. "the
role of foreign policy, intelligence, and law enforcement in the prevention of lessons of 9/11 - rand - see
bruce hoffman, “holy terror”: the implications of terrorism motivated by a religious imperative,” studies in
conflict and terrorism, vol. 18, no. 4 (winter 1995), which was also published in the rand paper series, under
the same title, as p-7834 in july 1993. see also the more complete discussion in bruce international
terrorism and its implications for national ... - should be pursued to mitigate terrorism implications.
keywords: national security, terrorism, terror, warfare, international education. 1. introduction the attack of the
new york twin towers on september 11, 2001 in the united states by al-qaeda is the deadliest in the modern
era of international terrorism, which began in 1968 (hoffman, 2009). the history of terrorism - the history of
terrorism from antiquity to al qaeda edited by gérard chaliand and arnaud blin translated by edward schneider,
kathryn pulver, and jesse browner university of california press berkeley los angeles london a selected
bibliography - apps.dtic - this bibliography consists of citations relating to the heightened focus on
terrorism, homeland security, countermeasures and prevention, following the tragic attacks of 11 september
2001 on the united states. terrorist beheadings: cultural and strategic implications - 2 “holy terror”,
david rapoport says that religion provided the only justification for terrorism until the early 19 th century.6 that
period saw the end of divine, monarchical rule in europe, followed by the emergence of nationalism and selfdetermination.
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